Reaching Pentecostal/charismatic leaders that want to go deeper

Advertise in Pneuma Review

Practical resources and theology for Spirit-empowered ministry.

Introduce your product or service by placing your ad into the hands of today’s Pentecostal/charismatic leaders.


Specifications:

- Printed quarterly since 1998.
- Copy dates: Winter (Oct 1), Spring (Jan 1), Summer (Apr 1), Fall (July 1).
- Select quarterly circulation: 225 - 250
  Includes Christian colleges, universities, seminaries, their faculty, and church leaders throughout the USA and internationally.
- Artwork submitted should be photo-ready, with a total image size (or reducible to) no greater than 8 inches tall by 4.75 in. wide. Electronic artwork is preferred, in a JPeG format of no more than 300dpi, all crop marks and bleed edges removed. Print will be black on white only, no color is available.
- Acceptance of advertisements, reduction or enlargement required for positioning, final placement are all at discretion of publisher.
- No responsibility is taken for low conference attendance or loss of revenue should the publication or distribution of the journal be delayed.

Advertisement Rates: Full page, 1 issue: US$75.00.
- Frequency discount: $25 per issue (full page) for at least 3 issues (concurrent or by schedule).
- Insert (no more than 2 per issue), $50 per issue.
Write to editor@pneumafoundation.org for delivery address for inserts.
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www.PneumaFoundation.org/pr_archive.jsp

Online articles:
www.PneumaFoundation.org/article_archive.jsp

Pneuma Foundation
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The Pneuma Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit ministry supported by the generous gifts of its members and friends.

Helping You Equip Others